Hon. Joe L. Evins, Congress- man from the Fourth Tennessee District, will deliver the commencement address for the 417 persons who will receive degrees at the spring convocation Saturday, May 27 at five o'clock. Candidates for degrees will be presented by Dean Clay Tucker, Arts and Science; Dean Firman Cunningham, Business and Industry; Dean W. D. Bowden, Education, and Dean Ralph Kirkman, Graduate School. Dr. Quill E. Cope will confer degrees on 369 undergraduate and 48 graduate students.

The top 20 graduating seniors with the highest academic grade-point average were recently invited to a banquet in their honor by the MTSU Chapter of the American Association of University Professors. The honors recognized at the banquet held on April 28 are: Carol Jane Bailey, William Bill Boner, Frances Ann Briggs, Starlene Figue Fly, Elise Fay Gaiton, Carolyn Sue Kirkham, DeWayne McCarnish, Sandra Elaine Meeks, Wilma Durham Maxwell, Charles Milton Murray, Linda J. Davis, Nelda Ruth Mantooth, Pamela Jeanne Petty, Wesley Dayton Sims, Homer Ronald Smith, Donald W. Schwindenmann, Carolyn Leedy Tobias, Mary Lee Thompson, Sylee Hartfield Vermillion, and Nell Hutchins Wright.

Candidates for degrees in the School of Business and Industry are: Alexander Adams, Murfreeboro; Jerry Allen, Murfreeboro; Donald Anderson, Murfreeboro; Joe Byer Armstrong, Nashville; Jerry Baker, Nashville; Ewing D. Barret, Murfreeboro; Ralph A. Bedinger, Nashville; Wylene D. Brown, Nashville; Kenneth L. Curry, Manchester; William C. Carter, Smyrna; James E. Chapp, Pul- maskh; Robert C. Cinto, Manchester; Beverly J. Clark, Cor- nersville; Robert M. Crosswhite, Forestville, Maryland; Paul H. Cunningham, Murfreesboro; John V. DePretz, Franklin; Jack D. Dickson, Tullahoma; Larry Dodson, Nashville; Dennis E. Donnell, Nashville; Richard DeWayne Dotson, Murfreesboro; Don Durham, Murfreesboro.

In Leslie N. Earheart, Green- brier; Robert Lee Eley, Shelby- ville; James E. Ellis, Nash- ville; Frank M. Faire, Gallatin, Frank T. Foster, Nashville; Paul A. Foust, Falls Church, Virginia; Wayne E. Consmer, Nash- ville; Edna R. Gibson, Culleoka; John D. Gold, Manchester; Gary R. Goodwin, Lenior City; Eddie (Continued on Page 11)

Three Alumni To Be Honored

Three Middle Tennessee State University alumni will be honored at the May 29 alumni dinner. They are Mrs. Mary M. Anderson (1942), State Senator from Nashville; Henry R. Bledsoe, prominent Methodist minister and Masonic leader, (1930); and J. Howard Ward, Tennessee Commissioner of Education, (1930).

Three persons are chosen annu- ally by a committee of the MTSU Alumni Association to be designated "Distinguished Alumni." The choice this year was in the category of public service, religion and education, according to Dr. Homer Pittard, alumni secret- ary.

Both Mrs. Anderson and Mr. Ward have been prominently identi- fied with education, business, and public service. The Rev. Mr. At- kins has served as a clergyman in Nashville, Murfreesboro, Carthage, Knoxville, Maryville and Kingsport and as a Colonel on the staff of the Governor of Tennessee and Grand Chaplain of the Ten- nessee Masonic Lodge.

Mrs. Anderson has served both in the House of Representatives and the Tennessee Senate. She is a housewife and mother, and has long been prominent in education and the development of special services for retarded children. Mrs. Atkins has served in the Senate. She is a housewife and mother, and has long been prominent in education and the development of special services for retarded children. Mrs. Atkins has served in the Senate. She is a housewife and mother, and has long been prominent in education and the development of special services for retarded children.

(Continued on Page 7)

Honor Day Features Outstanding Students

On May 18, at 10:50 a.m. in the Dramatic Arts Auditorium, the annual Academic and Activi- tidies Honor Day of Middle Ten- nessee State University will rec- ognize the outstanding stu- dents which the 1967-68 academic year.

A Devotional by Lane Bout- well will open the affair, and farewell comments to the student body will be presented by Bill Boner, retiring President of the ASB, and Martha McDaniel and Larry Dill, retiring Vice-President and Secretary. President Cope will make opening remarks, and Dr. Ralph Kirkman, Dean of the Graduate School and speaker for the event will be introduced by Dean Richard Kirkman.

The awards are presented to outstanding students in sixteen fields. The Deanar Accounting Award, presented by Walter Chumley, will go to Francis Preston for scholarship in accoun- ting. Leslie Norris Ear- heart, the senior in Agriculture with the highest overall average, will receive the B. B. Gracy Award, presented by B. B. Gracy, Jr. The Biology Club Award, awarded to the outstanding senior Biology major, will be presented to Larry Gilliam by Rich- ard S. Davis, President of the Biology Club. James Larry Dot- son, a senior in Business with the highest average for three years of work, will be awarded the Alpha kappa Psi Scholarship award by Robert L. Mar- tin. For outstanding achieve- ment in Business Education, Ruth Judy Miles will receive the National Business Education Association Award, presented by H. D. Diven. The Wall Street Journal Award for outstanding achievement in Economics will be presented to Marion Perry Greene by Boyd Evans.

Gary Blofield and Robert Freeman will be awarded the Forensic Award by David Walker. In Foreign Languages, the French Award will be presented to Marilyn C. Clark by Per- wilson, the senior Geography major with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average as the Colonial Dames XVII Century Award. The Tennessee Historical Commiss- ion Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bride, and the Colonial Dames Award will go to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Brave, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc- Bri- de, and the Colonial Dames Award will be presented to Homer Ronald Smith as the senior with the highest average in History by Robert M. Mc-

(Continued on Page 7)

Alpha Mu Gamma Initiates Forty

Bill Richter will lead Delta Phi Chapter of Alpha Mu Gamma. The National Collegiate Foreign Language Honor Society (A.M.G) is to meet in this school year. Other new-ly installed officers are: Dave Dill, Jr. - president; Marvin Sanders, secretary; Tony Flynn, treasurer; and Rick McKinney, historian-rep- resentative.

These officers were installed at the May 7 initiation ceremonies at which 43 new members were inducted. In addition to the actual initiation, the sponsors, old mem-

(Continued on Page 7)
FOR AULD LANG SYNE, AN ANTI-EDITORIAL

Traditionally, at this time of year, it is the expected bonus of the campus newspaper to reserve this editorial space for vague, trite sentiments of how our campus "has progressed forward beyond all expectations of all those concerned... (possibility of setting expectations for progress)", how next year "will be even better yet", how "everyone has struggled manfully to reach this summit upon which we now rest" leading one to conjecture that we should put each other upon the back until bruised blue, and "Gosh! how it is another "fun-packed" year at dear old MTSU.

Well. However, it is the opinion of this editorializer that all such sentiments are "fine and dandy" and "nice", but that all such above mentioned drool enthusiasms are included in the category of "hoggwash", which is an euphemism used in place of various vulgar terms that express better the fervor of disapproval.

To be realistic, this year may be summarized in the symbolic form by a representation of that struggling minority pushing back to arm's length MTSU's personal Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Apathy, Ennuil, Mediocrity, and Cop-out). This is not an accomplishment by the usually unheralded minority to be lightly dismissed, for two years ago, the Four Speculators were within bussing distance of the minority's cheeks.

I would like to laud the accomplishments of these "in darkness toiling" few, but newspaper ethics (such as they are) excludes fiction even from the editorial page. Be that as it may, the next term presents a grim vista for their fate, coldly and solidly entwined with the character of the incoming "frosty". What bitter gall for these staunch-hearted trues to swallow that their best laid schemes should rest upon a chance aggregate of traits in the new blood infusing the varicos veins of this now blood-stained sheet.

To those "Loved Ones" who are departing for the Promised Land, one cannot sadden their leave-taking with fell-tidings, but to those of us among the living who will somehow manage to suffer through the next term, I submit my remaining sentiments: "there will be a weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth." With this cheery prophecy ringing in your aural passages, I bid you to enjoy the sweet, sweet summer, if you can.

WJA.

Wednesday, May 10, 1967

THE MIDLANDER

THE MTSU WHERE ARE YOU?

The theme for the Loan, Scholarship, and Development Foundation's campaign for this year is "A Step Toward Greatness". This is plain enough for all to understand, but what if you wished to come to Murfreesboro from either Nashville or Woodbury? One would discover the campus in relation to Murfreesboro, you would have no idea. And no matter how far you traveled, even clear through the business district and out the other side of town, you still would not know.

There is not one single sign on any highway leading into Murfreesboro that gives the direction of the University. True, by entering on the east or west side of town, you would know. Similar evaluations have been conducted at several southern universities, but there were those who didn't like it.

There is a definite need for directional signs on all the major roadways leading into Murfreesboro.

For Auld Lang Syne, An Anti-Editorial

TRADITIONALLY, at this time of year, it is the expected bonus of the campus newspaper to reserve this editorial space for vague, trite sentiments of how our campus "has progressed forward beyond all expectations of all those concerned... (possibility of setting expectations for progress)", how next year "will be even better yet", how "everyone has struggled manfully to reach this summit upon which we now rest" leading one to conjecture that we should put each other upon the back until bruised blue, and "Gosh! how it is another "fun-packed" year at dear old MTSU.

Well. However, it is the opinion of this editorializer that all such sentiments are "fine and dandy" and "nice", but that all such above mentioned drool enthusiasms are included in the category of "hoggwash", which is an euphemism used in place of various vulgar terms that express better the fervor of disapproval.

To be realistic, this year may be summarized in the symbolic form by a representation of that struggling minority pushing back to arm's length MTSU's personal Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Apathy, Ennuil, Mediocrity, and Cop-out). This is not an accomplishment by the usually unheralded minority to be lightly dismissed, for two years ago, the Four Speculators were within bussing distance of the minority's cheeks.

I would like to laud the accomplishments of these "in darkness toiling" few, but newspaper ethics (such as they are) excludes fiction even from the editorial page. Be that as it may, the next term presents a grim vista for their fate, coldly and solidly entwined with the character of the incoming "frosty". What bitter gall for these staunch-hearted trues to swallow that their best laid schemes should rest upon a chance aggregate of traits in the new blood infusing the varicos veins of this now blood-stained sheet.

To those "Loved Ones" who are departing for the Promised Land, one cannot sadden their leave-taking with fell-tidings, but to those of us among the living who will somehow manage to suffer through the next term, I submit my remaining sentiments: "there will be a weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth." With this cheery prophecy ringing in your aural passages, I bid you to enjoy the sweet, sweet summer, if you can.

WJA.
Haynes House Commended

I would like to offer my congratulations to the girls who have lived in Haynes house during the past year. They have managed to exist without the guidance of a house mother to keep them from going wrong in this modern day university of ours with all its chances for going down the primrose path. All the girls are in the upper division or graduate students; they are responsible young ladies who have exhibited the fact that mature young people can be trusted.

We are here to prepare ourselves for our future lives. It seems to me that the more trust that is given to the older and more mature students, the less shock the transition to that cold cruel world that awaits the protected young people of today will be. The better the foundation that each student receives, the better chances he or she will have to meet with success later on in life.

It would be much better if the girls who are twenty-one or in the upper division of the university were given more freedom and responsibilities than they now enjoy. I think that by the time a young woman reaches the magical age of 21 and is eligible to vote for the leaders of the community, the state, and the nation, she is ready to also set definite guidelines for her own social behavior, and all the rules that might be set up can hinder to some small degree what she wants to do, but they will not stop her completely. Also, a girl who manages to pass the first two years in college will not likely jump off the deep end and forget her studies, her earlier mores established by society, and her family, or her responsibility to herself and her future.

A more realistic dorm hours policy is needed now, not some future date that does not add those hours here at the present. The girls at the Haynes house have shown that it can be done; all that is left is for them to example to be heeded by the ruling body. So here is a hearty cheer for the Haynesians, may your deeds and accomplishments go down through the ages. So here is a hearty cheer for the Haynesians, may your deeds and accomplishments go down through the ages.

- Charles Johnson

YOUR GUESS IS AS GOOD AS OURS concerning the identity of this gruesome twosome—but there is one thing certain—they captured first prize in the annual GRUESOME TWOSOME Contest. They were sponsored by Lambda Psi fraternity.

When You Must Keep Alert

When you can't afford to be drowsy, indifferent, or anything less than alert and accomplished, the key to your success isAlertness Capsules delivered in two cups of coffee, stretched out up to six hours. Safe and non-habit-forming.

Let There Be Light

by Bill Peters

Those who have stopped to wonder at the significance of the repainting of the pole lights scattered about the campus need not wonder any longer as to its secret. The repainting is only a minor part in a major project which will eventually relight the entire MTSU campus.

At present, the first phase is underway, with replacement of the old, dull incandescent lamps for new 400-watt mercury vapor lamps on the east side of Loop Drive, mounting of new 175-watt vapor lamps in the Old Main and Dramatic Arts parking lots, and new lighting along “A” Street and “3rd” Street.

The total cost of the project, which is under supervision of Murfreesboro Electric Department, will be $3,451.50 per year, and will increase the light output in the affected areas from 122,000 lumens to a total of 1,452,000 lumens. Actually, the total cost to the school is only ten percent of the actual total, due to an agreement with the MED, which owns and maintains most of the lighting on campus. The repainting represents quite a saving to the school, since the total stated includes the cost of electrical energy consumed, and maintenance costs.

The entire master plan, when completed, will light six streets, five parking lots, and seven campus areas. Area One, which is the “old campus” area, will be the only area left with incandescent lighting—a comforting thought for loveStrivers in search of a bit of privacy.
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ANTIGONE
written by Jean Anouilh
directed by Dorethe Tucker
performed by the Buchanan Players
reviewed by W. Burt, teacher recruitment.

ANTIGONE is a classic Greek tragedy which is a footnote to the Oedipus myth. The play was written in Athens between the two sons of Oedipus, Eteocles and Polynices, who kill each other, Creon, Oedipus' brother-in-law, assumes the throne, creates a body of body, the rebel brother, be left to putrefy outside the city walls as an object of the fated of all those who rebel against the State. Antigone, one of the two daughters of Oedipus, offended morally by Creon's decree, buries the body of her brother according to the custom and is apprehended by the guards. The conflict is the clash between Creon and the body of Oedipus' son who must bury the body of her brother, Polyneices, who send to death his niece who is engaged to his son, Haimon.

This unusual service, was shown on Snow's Christmas program. Several religious songs of exceptional value in their understanding were presented. One反响

The annual ROTC Awards Day was held last Tuesday at 11:00 on Jones Field, Many freshmen, sophomores, and advanced cadets were given recognition for outstanding performances for the preceding school term. Persons receiving presentation were as follows:


The Reserve Officers Association Medal was awarded to the three cadets who made the greatest contributions to the three special ROTC units. The Outstanding ROTC unit was the Drill Team (Cadet 2d Lt. Ronald K. Bankart). The Outstanding ROTC unit was the Raider Rifles Team (Cadet 2d Lt. Layton G. Dunbar).


"The life of a soldier is full of hard work. It is full of hard work. The answer is that at 2:30 on Friday night. We had a Hell week. Whatever it was, it was just what you expected from this school.

"The climate of competition is progress..." is innovation"

Smile, You're Out.
CANDID CAMPUS
The other day an interested student asked how we chose the campus. The answer is that as 2:30 on Friday night. We had a Hell week. Whatever it was, it was just what you expected from this school.

BILLY LEWIS: I disagreed, it wasn't a Hell week, it was a service week, it was a service week, it was a service week.

MARY JO CUMMINGS: I conformed to a high school sorority. The answer is that at 2:30 on Friday night. We had a Hell week. Whatever it was, it was just what you expected from this school.

JUDY ELLIOTT: I approved, but I really can't say why.

"The climate of competition is progress..." is innovation"

Florida HAS A PLACE FOR ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY TEACHERS Want more facts? SEND FOR FREE COPY

Florida
GET THE COMPLETE STORY
"Where there is a will there is a way."

Wednesday, May 17, 1967
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SIDELINES

R. BARKER. 2D LT. WILLIAM D. LAPPEN.

W. BUR T, Teacher Recruitment Coordinator

State Dept. of Education

Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Name_,

Address,

City, State, Zip.

COMMERCE UNION BANK

Member F.D.I.C.

"That's My Bank."

A. L. SMITH and CO.

Prescription Druggist

4 Hollingsworth Candy

Corner Main & Public Square - Ph. 893-7971
ASB Sponsors Course Evaluation

If You’re Frustrated—Therapy’s Available!

Especially around exam time, students need a way of giving vent to their frustrations. Miss Marlon Clark, a senior at MTSU, has created an INSULT THERAPY BOARD “just to keep people from going completely out of it.” Miss Clark’s invention is strategically located on the third floor of the Dramatic Arts Building—after climbing three flights of stairs who isn’t frustrated? There are no restrictions as to what may be written, but there is one recommendation: It is easy—be clever!

Some people have taken Marlon up on this and have acquired attempts—feebly in most cases—to be clever. Some pearls of wisdom do so far inscribed upon the board are: Ban deodorant; Dilke in the oven; and Grover Cleveland. INSULTS? In the lower right-hand is scribbled—it’s different in the corner.

Okay, buddy, if you say so...

One wise guy goes on “more mene tophat hephurst.” Plagiarist! Though people really seem apparent plagiarism at this point, prevent student from going off the deep end, most creative Spanish professor and an active Spanish professor and only Spanish professor doesn’t seem to fully comprehend the importance of the therapy board. He composed a poem (on the therapy board, of course). It reads as follows:

MCC (Marion Cameron Clark) is a goat...

Why do they let her run around loose? Now there’s food for thought.

CCUN Schedules Model Assembly

The MTSU Collegiate Council for the United Nations has sponsored the Assembly for high school students during the month of October, 1967. The Assembly tentatively scheduled for Saturday, October 28, will begin in the morning at approximately 9:00 and last until 3:00 in the evening. A banquet will be held at 5:00 p.m., and time awards will be made to the best delegation and the best delegation leader. The national policies of the Dramatic Arts Building will be on exhibit.

Each high school within a fifty-mile radius of the Middle Tennessee State University campus will be represented. The students will be asked to take the questionaire and answer sheet on the evaluation to the next class meeting. The completed questionaire will then be analyzed to determine the path the evaluation will follow. The evaluation will be oriented to encompass all course levels, however, the pilot run will be limited to those enrolled in the MTSU’s Department of Political Science.

Second, the evaluation will follow a course outline, however, the pilot run will be limited to those enrolled in the MTSU’s Department of Political Science. The evaluation will be oriented to encompass all course levels, however, the pilot run will be limited to those enrolled in the MTSU’s Department of Political Science.

The MTSU doll—wind it up and it goes down.

The TENNESSEE STATE LEGISLATURE doll—wind it up and it swings by its tail.

The TODD LIBRARY doll—wind it up and it grows large.

The BSU doll—wind it up and it grows large.

The ASB SENATE doll—wind it up and it runs in the House.

The HOUSE doll—wind it up and it passes a cheating bill.

The SIDELINES doll—wind it up and it winds up an article-somehow.
"Every Poem"

"Is An Act of Joy": Ciardi

Happeninges have arrived at West Georgia College in Carrollton, Ga., and murders and the leaders have entered their ideas during the First Annual West Georgian Ex- change Artistic Fest last week.

For the unintroduced, a happening is simply an event that tends to vent to the emotions and symbolizing some aspect of the world's turmoil. A happening is a complex of happenings are such things as letting painted girls roll around on a canvas, piano smashing, or burning life-sized pictures of various world leaders.

Tired of the cafes? Six epicurean students at West Georgia College have seen cooking steaks—outside their residence hall.

"Fraternities must change if they plan a continued existence" was the over-all conclusion of the 17th annual Interfraternity Coun- cil Workshop at University Park University in Pennsylvania.

A keynote speaker called upon the fraternities to "adapt to meet the times." He stated that frater- nities are in a position to make and shape the future of our times and should be their job. He also said if fraternities do not serve the surrounding community they will slowly die.

A program of sex education for college students is currently being run on a trial basis at West Georgia College.

The primary aims of the program are to provide facts and elaborate on what students already know to break down the barriers of ignorance surrounding sex, to enable students to better under- stand the differences between the sexes and why men and women think differently.

The surprisingly received and flaw- lessly executed, "Campus Street" is a magazine an perfect people—namely the college stu- dents,"

Thus the editors of "The Na- tional Magazine for College Stu- dents" describe their product.

In the May edition, the editors have launched a national des- tinalion drive in sup- port of the "Greeting the Son, the Native Son", the "Biennio Board, the Outstanding Leader," Johnny Carson.

"Leave Murphy Hall Alone"

I like the English building and all the trees in the area between Old Main and the Administration Building just like they are. There are some good reasons for build- ing a new building in the area of the English, but I think there are better reasons for not building there. As few trees as possible should be cut down, and if we sacrificed this time, how many more times will we sacrifice, when we don't have to. The campus will be spread outward someday, so why not start now?

Let's look at the situation this way. Harvard University is known for the tradition and beauty of its campus, among other things, of course. But do you think that anybody will tear down one of Harvard's ivy-covered buildings just because water stands in the basement? No! They will renovate the building. Our campus is beau- tiful and mostly because of that large area of trees and the little building that looks like it grew around them.

Old buildings should not always be torn down, nor does it mean they are worthless, they are of great value on any campus.

"Delta Pi Delta Installs Officers"

Delta Pi Delta Sorority installed its officers for 1967-68. The new officers were installed by the Chaplain Miss Sis Jones of Murfreesboro, Tenn., whom we have already installed by the founding Chap- lain Miss Bybee of Nashville.

The newly elected officers are: rhonda White, President; Marge Bowers, First Vice; Beverly Rivers, Second Vice; Ethel Adkins, Secretary; Martha Jones, Treasurer; Betty Fields, Recording Secretary; Mary Beth Kear, Chapel Hill; Cor- responding Secretary; Judy Baw- cum, Nashville; Treasurer; Mar- garet Duncan, Nashville; Social Chairman; Gail Weaver, Dalton, Ga., Parliamentarian; Kay Gay, At- torney; Helen Craven, Nashville; Cheri Headen, Nashville; Jennifer Re- ddon, Nashville; Kay Collins, Nashville; Sharon Duggan, Chattanooga.

"From the Grapevine---"

Murfreesboro; Vice President; Nan- cy Hillberg, Dickson; Pledge Mis- tres: Maryetta Lankford, Murfrees- bororo; Recording Secretary; Mary Beth Kear, Chapel Hill; Cor- responding Secretary; Judy Baw- cum, Nashville; Treasurer; Mar- garet Duncan, Nashville; Social Chairman; Gail Weaver, Dalton, Ga., Parliamentarian; Kay Gay, At- torney; Helen Craven, Nashville; Cheri Headen, Nashville; Jennifer Re- ddon, Nashville; Kay Collins, Nashville; Sharon Duggan, Chattanooga.

"The Poem"

John Ciardi, poet, author, and professor, spoke Thursday night in the D. A. auditorium on "What Good Is A Poem". Ciardi dis- cussed several poems and related them to what he felt a good poem consists of.

Ciardi said that one of the more important qualities a poet must possess is love of his work. Ciardi said the 19th cen- tury poet took himself and his sub- ject seriously. The 20th century poet takes himself lightly and his subject seriously. However, it would be disheartening for the poet to take himself seriously and his subject lightly.

Ciardi also said that a poem of magnitude doesn't have to be about something big. It is not the technical qualities cannot be overlook- ed in a poem, one should also locate the silence notes. Ciardi said that a poem represents human situations and adds emotional weight with which we end up in agreement. The silence notes increases the large- ness and humanity of poetry in an act not to be paraphrased.

In his lecture, Ciardi told of an incident in which his teachers re- quested the students to summarize and clarify the short sentences. Ciardi felt that it is impossible to paraphrase a poem in a manner. Instead, he said an act of joy as a good poem is the joy of the poet. However, mystery of poetry is the poet's attempt to compose a poem not to be forgotten.

John Ciardi had a thorough and first-hand knowledge of his sub- ject matter. His manner of presenta- tion and his witty observations made him a captivating speaker indeed.

"Every Poem"

"Is An Act of Joy": Ciardi

Happeninges have arrived at West Georgia College in Carrollton, Ga., and murders and the leaders have entered their ideas during the First Annual West Georgian Ex- change Artistic Fest last week.

For the unintroduced, a happening is simply an event that tends to vent to the emotions and symbolizing some aspect of the world's turmoil. A happening is a complex of happenings are such things as letting painted girls roll around on a canvas, piano smashing, or burning life-sized pictures of various world leaders.

Tired of the cafes? Six epicurean students at West Georgia College have seen cooking steaks—outside their residence hall.

"Fraternities must change if they plan a continued existence" was the over-all conclusion of the 17th annual Interfraternity Coun- cil Workshop at University Park University in Pennsylvania.

A keynote speaker called upon the fraternities to "adapt to meet the times." He stated that frater- nities are in a position to make and shape the future of our times and should be their job. He also said if fraternities do not serve the surrounding community they will slowly die.

A program of sex education for college students is currently being run on a trial basis at West Georgia College.

The primary aims of the program are to provide facts and elaborate on what students already know to break down the barriers of ignorance surrounding sex, to enable students to better under- stand the differences between the sexes and why men and women think differently.

The surprisingly received and flaw- lessly executed, "Campus Street" is a magazine an perfect people—namely the college stu- dents,"

Thus the editors of "The Na- tional Magazine for College Stu- dents" describe their product.

In the May edition, the editors have launched a national des- tinalion drive in sup- port of the "Greeting the Son, the Native Son", the "Biennio Board, the Outstanding Leader," Johnny Carson.

"Leave Murphy Hall Alone"

I like the English building and all the trees in the area between Old Main and the Administration Building just like they are. There are some good reasons for build- ing a new building in the area of the English, but I think there are better reasons for not building there. As few trees as possible should be cut down, and if we sacrificed this time, how many more times will we sacrifice, when we don't have to. The campus will be spread outward someday, so why not start now?

Let's look at the situation this way. Harvard University is known for the tradition and beauty of its campus, among other things, of course. But do you think that anybody will tear down one of Harvard's ivy-covered buildings just because water stands in the basement? No! They will renovate the building. Our campus is beau- tiful and mostly because of that large area of trees and the little building that looks like it grew around them.

Old buildings should not always be torn down, nor does it mean they are worthless, they are of great value on any campus.

"Delta Pi Delta Installs Officers"

Delta Pi Delta Sorority installed its officers for 1967-68. The new officers were installed by the Chaplain Miss Sis Jones of Murfreesboro after she had been installed by the founding Chap- lain Miss Bybee of Nashville.

The newly elected officers are: rhonda White, President; Marge Bowers, First Vice; Beverly Rivers, Second Vice; Ethel Adkins, Secretary; Maryetta Lankford, Murfrees- bororo; Recording Secretary; Mary Beth Kear, Chapel Hill; Cor- responding Secretary; Judy Baw- cum, Nashville; Treasurer; Mar- garet Duncan, Nashville; Social Chairman; Gail Weaver, Dalton, Ga., Parliamentarian; Kay Gay, At- torney; Helen Craven, Nashville; Cheri Headen, Nashville; Jennifer Re- ddon, Nashville; Kay Collins, Nashville; Sharon Duggan, Chattanooga.

"From the Grapevine---"
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John Ciardi, poet, author, and professor, spoke Thursday night in the D. A. auditorium on "What Good Is A Poem". Ciardi dis- cussed several poems and related them to what he felt a good poem consists of.

Ciardi said that one of the more important qualities a poet must possess is love of his work. Ciardi said the 19th cen- tury poet took himself and his sub- ject seriously. The 20th century poet takes himself lightly and his subject seriously. However, it would be disheartening for the poet to take himself seriously and his subject lightly.

Ciardi also said that a poem of magnitude doesn't have to be about something big. It is not the technical qualities cannot be overlook- ed in a poem, one should also locate the silence notes. Ciardi said that a poem represents human situations and adds emotional weight with which we end up in agreement. The silence notes increases the large- ness and humanity of poetry in an act not to be paraphrased.

In his lecture, Ciardi told of an incident in which his teachers re-}
Two MTSU Co-eds Vie For Miss Tennessee Crown

Middle Tennessee State University will be well represented in the current MISS TENNESSEE PAGEANT. Two co-eds from MTSU will be participating in the rigors of the contest. Miss JeVena Armstrong gained her opportunity to compete for the title "Miss Tennessee" by taking the 1967 MISS MIDLANDER crown. Miss Pat Ries, who was first runner-up in the MIDSURFREESBORO contest, will be attending the contest wearing the crown of MISS MURFREESBORO. JeVena is a pre-med major from Murfreesboro. Planning to specialize in research, she will attend the UT medical branch after next year. She serves as a cheerleader and as secretary of the ASB School spirit committee. She is a Booster Club member and a ROTC sponsor.

For her talent presentation in the MISS TENNESSEE PAGEANT, JeVena will perform an original skit in which she will play and sing a medley of songs. The MISS TENNESSEE PAGEANT will be held in Pat's hometown of Jackson. Pat is anxious about the contest but her home economics background and interest in Tennessee will stand her in the area of poise. Most of Pat's hobbies revolve around home-ece and the skit that will be her talent portion of the MISS TENNESSEE PAGEANT will feature clothes she has made herself. Pat currently holds the title of MISS VET'S CLUB.

Needless to say, both girls are excited about the upcoming event. However, they are as anxious for each other as for themselves. Pat and JeVena are Alpha Gamma Phi sisters. Pat will be next year's president and JeVena will serve as Pledge mistress. MTSU wishes both girls the best of luck and hopes that one of them will return to MTSU wearing the crown of MISS TENNESSEE.

Three Alumni

(Continued from Page 1) selected as "Man of the Year" while serving the Carabage Methodist church, is a past president of the Carabage Kiwanis Club, was chosen as the outstanding clergyman of the year at Maryville in 1966, and is chaplain of Kerbela Temple of the Shrine In Knoxville. He is currently in his second year with the Bearden Methodist Church In Knoxville.

Mr. Warf has dedicated his life since graduation to education. He has been an elementary teacher, a high school teacher, a high school principal, for 23 years a county superintendent of education and since January 1963, State Commissioner of Education.

Awards Night

(Continued from Page 1) year. Jim Freeman, received a certificate of merit for his excellent job of sportswriting, and Bill Petras received a certificate for significant contributions as news editor. The awards were presented by Cheryl Allen, Editor of the SIDELINES.

Members of the two finalist teams in the Socrates Intra-College Bowl were presented certificates of achievement, and the first place team presented a wall plaque for its achievement. Those members receiving certificates were (German Club) Dave Dillek, Randall Jones, Charles Johnson, Cheryl Allen, Judy Crumbiss, Larry Ludwig and Tami Flynn. (Sigma Club) Don Schwindemann, Charles Lamb, Bob Freeman, and Wesley Sims.

The Veteran's Club presented three awards to outstanding members of the organization. Bill Jenkins received the Most Outstanding New Member award, John Van Nostrand was accorded the honor of Most Outstanding Old Member, and Most Outstanding Member was Jay Strawn. The awards were presented by Tom Watts.

The Associated Student Body presented awards to eight outstanding graduating seniors.

Most Outstanding Senior Woman — Pat Graham; Most Outstanding Senior Man — Bobby Freeman; Most Popular Senior Woman — Martha McDaniel; Most Popular Senior Man — Terry Morris; Miss MTSU — Linda Richardson; Bachelor of Ulliness — Bill Boren; Most Versatile Senior Woman — Ann Norman; Most Versatile Senior Man — Larry Billek; These awards were presented by ASB President Paul Womack.

Classified Ad

65 Melibou St 327-300 h. and 4 speed. Only 30,000 miles. Extra nice. 893-9638.

FLORSHEIM famous LEATHER LINED moccasins!

Quality comes to the classic look! Fully leather lined — they hold their shape. In soft yet deeply grained coventry calfskin — they stay new looking, feel great. Made on special lasts for nothing less than perfect fit. The look is authentic, the quality is Florsheim!

Most Florsheim styles $1.95 to $2.75; Most Imperial styles $3.75

Jackson Heights Plaza

"Paddock Striped Oxford

Distinctively Gant... the handsome pe: allin: thin color-framed stripings in this zep: weight cotton batiste oxford button-dc m. Their chicness is authentic Gant, their falling rag. In predominant stripings of blue, red or green, Trim Hugger body. $8.00

Dunn Elected To Summer Institute

Dr. Mary C. Dunn, Associate Professor of Biology, was selected to be a participant in the Summer Institute in General Paleontology for College and University Teachers of Biology, to be held at the University of Illinois, Urbana, from June 21-August 1, 1967. The Institute is supported by the National Science Foundation.
MTSU Routes Tech Tracksters

Middle Tennessee State added still another Spring sports win over Tennessee Tech to its total when Coach Dean Hayes’ track team captured an easy 96-48 win over the Eagles. The meet was held last Thursday night on the MTSU track.

The Raiders captured 14 of their 17 first places to raise their record to 4-2. Mike Stevens and Stan Sumrell were double winners for MTSU. Stevens, a junior from Oak Ridge, won the pole vault and the high jump. Sumrell, a freshman from Chattanooga, won the triple jump and the broad jump.

Jerry Singleton won the 440 and ran on both the winning relay teams. Singleton ran the last leg on the mile relay, really gave the crowd a thrill with a tremendous effort. When he got the baton, he was some 15-20 yards behind the Eagle anchor man, by the time they were halfway down the backstretch. Singleton had caught the Tech runner. From then on he gradually pulled away to win by more than ten yards.

Paul Anderson was another Raider who turned in a fine come-from-behind effort. Running his last mile before the home crowd, Anderson was trailing an unofficial runner from Nashville and seemed to be beaten.

He turned on the steam in the last half-lap to win by a foot, home-wire and win the applause of the crowd.

Charlie Daughgren, running in near-record time, showed the Eagles nothing but his heels right from the start as he easily out-classed the Techsters to win the three-mile run. Daughgren lapped two of the three Tech runners in the race, and was closing in on the third one when he crossed the finish line.

This meet marked the end of dual competition for MTSU for the season. Only the OVC meet this weekend remains on the schedule.

In another meet earlier last week, this one a triangular affair, MTSU came home with a victory over Tennessee A & I and Fisk. The Raiders scored 77 points to 44 1/2 for A & I and 35 1/2 for Fisk.

Ken Riley was a double winner for MTSU, taking both the shot put and discus competition. Mike Stevens also took first place in two events, winning both the high jump and the pole vault.

MTSU ended up winning 10 of the 17 events.

The results of the MTSU-Tech meet:

Javelin — Sellah (T), 190 6; 440 Yard Run — MTSU (Pass, Wallace, Bandy, Singleton), 48 2; Mile Relay — MTSU (Poole, Wallace, Bandy, Singleton), 4:31; 440 Yard (M), 15 4; Pole Vault — Stevens (M), 13 6; 440 Yard (M), 47 10; Poole (M), 10 1; Broad Jump — Sellah (T), 22 2; Shot Put — Sellah (T), 43 1; 880 Yard Run — Yates (M), 2:05; 400 Yard Dash — Jones (M), 54 4; 220 Yard Dash — Jordan (T), 22 2; High Jump — Stevens (M), 6 4; 3 mile-run — Daughgren (M), 1:08; Mile Relay — MTSU (Wallace, Yates, Band, Singleton), 3:18 3.

Golf Team Suffers First Blemish

Middle Tennessee State's powerful golf team almost tasted defeat for the first time this season as Austin Peay tied the Raiders, 9-9, in a match last Tuesday on the Gvos home course.

A coincidence in the pairings placed Austin Peay's three best golfers against the three MTSU linksmen who were having 'off' days.

The day wasn't a total loss however, as Murray State, also coming into Clarksville underbet- ed, was bumped by both the Gvos and MTSU by identical 13 1/2-4 1/2 scores.

Big Art Kraft found the course to his liking and toured the 18 holes in a three-under-par 69 to be low medalist for the day. The course, at Fort Campbell, is the same one on which the OVC tournament will be held this weekend.

The Raiders will be favored to capture the title again this year (as they have done six of the past seven years).

Softball Finals

By Bobo Herrin

A double-elimination tournament is being held this week to determine the Intramural Softball Champions. Five teams are participating, one from each league (the league champion).

At this writing, two of the teams have been determined. They are the Cardinals and the Projects.

The Cardinals, coached by Buddy Pate, won a hard-fought, 5-4, game over the Untouchables to gain the tournament berth.

The Projects, from League IV, won handily over most of their opposition, and will pose a major threat in the tournament.
1967 SPORTS REVIEW

Football

In 1966, Middle Tennessee posted a 2-2-2 record. They were 3-2 in OVC play, good enough for second place.

The season was full of sparkling plays, but none more remembered than the "(Bee - Bicker!", which beat both Eastern and Tech. The win over Tech was MTSU's fifth straight, and set a new mark for consecutive wins in the long and colorful series.

MTSU was also in the running for a Grantland Rice Bowl bid until they were upset by East Tennessee in the next-to-last game of the season.

With only six members of last year's team departed via the graduation march, the Raiders figure to be even stronger this coming season. The Blue-White game at the end of spring practice proved that MTSU is going to be hard to score on.

Baseball

Raider baseball was a favorite with the fans this year and it's easy to see why. Real good pitching, tight defense, and the big inning became MTSU trademarks.

Coach Jimmy Earle's team won 15 and lost 12, and with a bit more stick work, could easily have been 20-7 or 21-6.

Greg Cunnyngham and Butch McGregor, along with Paul Smith and reliever Gary Chrisman, shouldered the pitching burden for the Raiders.

Cunnyngham was 5-3, with two shutouts; McGregor was 3-3 with one shutout, and Smith was 5-3. Cunnyngham also shutout powerful Murray for 12 innings only to lose in the 13th.

With 18 of 22 players returning next spring, MTSU will put up a real battle to gain the top spot in the Western Division of the OVC. They finished second this season.

Track

Last Thursday evening, MTSU's talented track team routed the Vandy Edges Raider Nine.

Winner—Easley, Loser—Smith

Vandy Edges Raider Nine

Coach Jimmy Earle's baseball team finished their season on almost exactly the same note which it opened. They dropped a "shouldn't have" decision to an SEC opponent, in this case, Vanderbilt. The Commodores downed the Raiders, 4-1, in a rain-shortened game last Friday in Nashville.

Paul Smith was the starter, and loser, for the Raiders. He gave up four runs in the first inning on three walks and two hits. The last hit was a triple by the Vandy pitcher, Randy Easley.

Neither team could get more than three hits in the five-runinning affair. Brady Straub got two of the MTSU hits, one of them a triple.

The loss left the Raiders with a 15-12 record for the season.

MTSU 000 01-1 3 0

Vandy 400 04-4 3 0

Winner—Easley, Loser—Smith


Basketball

Things picked up in basketball at MTSU in the 1966-67 season, both in quality of play and student support. Coach Ken Trickey led the Raiders to a 10-15 season, only the second time in the past nine years that MTSU has won as many as ten games.

The team also won their first OVC tournament game, a 71-70 win over Austin Peay. They defeated Tennessee Tech for the first time in five years.

It was the playing and hustling of two fine sophomores that caught the fancy of the crowd. Art Polk and Willie Brown seem to be the boys who will lead MTSU out of the doldrums.

In addition to having Polk and Brown around for the next two seasons, there is an abundance of talent coming up from the best freshman team in the school's history. Ken Riley, Terry Scott, Darryl Benton, will make their presence felt. The frosh, coached by Jimmy Earle, finished their campaign with a 21-4 record.

OVC ACTION is always hot and heavy on the basketball court. Here the Raiders battle East Tennessee State.

TIAC CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPS

Cross-Country

Coach Dean Hayes finished a fine squad in the little-publicized sport of cross-country. The Raiders enjoyed their finest season ever with a 4-1 mark, plus the TIAC and Union Invitational crowns. They finished second to Eastern Kentucky in OVC competition, and came in 14th in the NCAA National Championships.

Charlie Dahlgren set the course record at the VA by running the four miles in the time of 20:46.

With only six members of last year's team departed via the graduation march, the Raiders figure to be even stronger this coming season. The Blue-White game at the end of spring practice proved that MTSU is going to be hard to score on.

Tennis

Middle Tennessee has long been the kingpin in OVC golf, and this year is no exception. The Raiders are undefeated with a 7-0-1 record in dual meets and a second place in the University division of the TIAC behind powerful University of Tennessee.

Despite the absence of big Barney Oldfield, the Raiders have fared well in every meet they have been in. They have broken six school records with Captain Charlie Dahlgren (mile and three-mile) and Mike Whiteside (pole vault and high jump) accounting for two each.

Jerry Singleton set a new 440 standard and Howard Yates clipped the Ribville mark.

Neither team could get more than three hits in the five-runinning affair. Brady Straub got two of the MTSU hits, one of them a triple.

The loss left the Raiders with a 15-12 record for the season.

MTSU 000 01-1 3 0

Vandy 400 04-4 3 0

Winner—Easley, Loser—Smith...
Raiders Eye Three OVC Titles

By Jim Freeman  

This is it.  

This is the two-day period of competition which will determine the conference champions in four spring sports. This is OVC Weekend. It will be held this Friday and Saturday, May 18 and 19, at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, with Austin Peay as the host team.

Middle Tennessee will be in the running for three of the titles, golf, track, and tennis. The Raiders have already gained second place in the OVC's Western Division baseball league.

John Prevost will lead teammates Tom Mugner, Nell Wright, Mike Alseau, Jim Seymour, Chuck Fuller, Steve Wavefield, and Mike Hamman in the tennis finals. The Raiders should finish no worse than fourth, and could pick up all of the marbles with a favorable draw.

Jerry Singleton, Charlie Dabgren, Don Jones, and, hopefully, Brian Oldfield will lead the way for the Raiders in the track meet. They are expected to get help from Mike Stevens, Stan Sumrell, Howard Yates, Dennis Bundy, Paul Walliser, Lennell Poole, Chester Jennings and Paul Anderson.

Coach Dean Hayes is hoping for at least a fourth-place finish, without Oldfield, and maybe a notch higher if he is able to compete. The captain of the golf team is Bob Wolfe, but he sustained a wrist injury before the season started, and the other members of the team have taken turns assuming the leadership.

Ernie Adcock paced the Raiders to their TIAC victory. Jerry Singleton will lead team-mates Tom Mugner, Nell Wright, Mike Alseau, Jim Seymour, Chuck Fuller, Steve Wavefield, and Mike Hamman into the tennis finals. As far as defending their OVC title is concerned, there are going to be an awful lot of dis-illusioned people if the Raiders don't win.

With Meat and 3 Veg.

Acme Restaurant  
121 E. Main St.  
Ground Round  
French Fries, Tossed Salad 80c  
With Meat and 3 Veg.  
Plate Lunch 75c  
-- May 17, 18, 19 --  
Serve from 11 A.M. to 8 P.M.

The new officers for 1967-68 are: President, Bill Adcock; Vice President, David Nadeau; Secretary, Marilyn Sharp; Treasurer, Mike Stevens; Publicity Chairman, Mike Albano, Jim Seymour, Chick Walliser, Mike Hamman.

Adcock Named Rodeo President

The MTSU Rodeo Club held officer elections last Thursday, May 11. The new officers for 1967-68 are: President, Bill Adcock; Vice President, David Nadeau; Secretary, Marilyn Sharp; Treasurer, Mike Stevens; Publicity Chairman, Mike Albano, Jim Seymour, Chick Walliser, Mike Hamman, Jerry Singleton, Charlie Dabgren, Don Jones, and, hopefully, Brian Oldfield will lead the way for the Raiders in the track meet.

They are expected to get help from Mike Stevens, Stan Sumrell, Howard Yates, Dennis Bundy, Paul Walliser, Lennell Poole, Chester Jennings and Paul Anderson.

Coach Dean Hayes is hoping for at least a fourth-place finish, without Oldfield, and maybe a notch higher if he is able to compete. The captain of the golf team is Bob Wolfe, but he sustained a wrist injury before the season started, and the other members of the team have taken turns assuming the leadership.

Ernie Adcock paced the Raiders to their TIAC victory. Jerry Singleton will lead team-mates Tom Mugner, Nell Wright, Mike Alseau, Jim Seymour, Chuck Fuller, Steve Wavefield, and Mike Hamman into the tennis finals. As far as defending their OVC title is concerned, there are going to be an awful lot of dis-illusioned people if the Raiders don't win.

With Meat and 3 Veg.
Candidates for degrees in the School of Education are:

- Rosanne C. Abney, Murfreesboro; Jeffrey A. Allen, Murfreesboro; Russell Anthony Armstrong, Murfreesboro; Carolyn Birchett, Nashville; William W. Blackmon, Manchester; Judy Ann Boone, Tullahoma; Sharon J. Shouse, Spring Hill; Betty Jo Alexander, Nashville; Elma L. Lusk, Manchester; John Howard Lusk, Manchester; Bobby Aaron Woodall (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville; Marlene Bramblett, Shelbyville; Suanna Guess (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville; Karen E. Meeks, Coalmont; Donald B. Whitley, (B.A., Athens) Nashville; Jerry Hargest, (B.A., Carson Newman) Nashville; and Gerald Douglas Robinson, Knoxville.

Members of the Graduating School receiving degrees are as follows:

- MASTER OF ARTS: Charles Roger Black (B.A. David Lipscomb) Nashville; Robert L. Mathes, Nashville; and Robert E. Robeson, Nashville.
- MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION: James Walter Meaders (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville; Thomas Budron, (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville; and Charles W. Johnson (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville.


- MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING: Charlotte Bennett, (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Nashville; and Carol Jane Bailey, Elkton.

- MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING: Virginia Virginia Coleman, Murfreesboro; Dorothy J. Nesbitt, Nashville; Robert R. Holland, Fayetteville; John Jones, Winchester; Thomas H. Murfreesboro; and Sharon Fowler, Harrisburg.

- MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING: Ruven Neel, (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Murfreesboro; and John Keith A. Johnson, (B.S., Middle Tennessee) Madison.
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ABC Commissions Gallup Poll To Ascertain Sentiment On LBJ

ABC News has commissioned a special Gallup Poll in six West European nations to determine what West Europeans think about President Lyndon B. Johnson and his administration, what their feelings are about U.S. policy in South Vietnam, and how they evaluate current relations between their respective countries and the United States. The survey is being conducted for ABC News by the Gallup Poll in cooperation with the London Daily Telegraph. The pollsters will ask seven questions of people living in Great Britain, France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, and Sweden.

Results of the Gallup Poll will be released on ABC-TV’s “Peter Jennings With The News” program THURSDAY, MAY 18. The poll will also serve as the basis of an “ABC News” program SATURDAY, MAY 20 titled “Image: How Europe Sees Us,” which will feature a discussion among ABC News correspondents from various capitals of Europe.

The questions to be asked by the Gallup pollsters are as follows:

1. From what you have read and heard, would you say that Lyndon B. Johnson is doing a good job or a poor job as President of the United States?
2. Is President Johnson paying enough attention to European problems?
3. Which of these phrases apply to President Johnson?
   a. Strong, forceful personality
   b. Experienced
   c. Sincere
   d. Can be trusted
   e. Far-sighted and imaginative
   f. Warm and friendly
   g. Not to be trusted
   h. Inexperienced
   i. Aggressive personality
   j. Not experienced
   k. Cold and distant
   l. Dull and colorless
   m. None of these

4. Do you think President Johnson’s trip to the Adenauer funeral was or was not helpful to our relations with the United States?
5. Do you think President Johnson should make another official visit to Europe including (survey country) in the near future to discuss European problems?
6. Just from what you have heard or read, which of these statements comes closest to the way you yourself feel about the war in Vietnam?
   a. The U.S. should begin to withdraw its troops.
   b. The U.S. should increase the strength of its attacks against North Vietnam.
   c. The U.S. should carry on its present level of fighting.
   d. Don’t know.
7. Do you think President Johnson or is not sincere in his efforts to get peace negotiations started over the war in Vietnam?
8. How do you feel relations between your country and the U.S. are now?
   a. Closer
   b. Farther apart
   c. Unchanged
   d. Don’t know

Farewell Murfree Hall

BY-KEEL BUNT

“Some of the dust is older than some of the teachers.”

Such was one student’s opinion of Murfree Hall, the stately, seasoned home of MTSU’s English department. Rumors have spread the word around campus, Murfree Hall will be demolished, because it stands in the way of progress.

Murfree Hall was one of the first structures at Middle Tennessee Normal School. In the time of its construction there were six other buildings on campus. These were the Main Building (now called the Old Main), a dining hall presently the Math building, a women’s dormitory (Bluthedale), a men’s dormitory (Jones), the heating plant, and the President’s home. The building was designed all of these, as well as Murfree Hall.

According to Dr. Homer Pittard, director of alumni affairs, Murfree Hall was originally used as a library. Pittard compiled a history of MTSU in his THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS, MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE COLLEGE, 1911-1961. The first librarian was Mrs. Betty Avert Murfree, a descendant of Colonel Hardy Murfree, founder of Murfreesboro. Mrs. Murfree, after whom the building was ultimately named, served in this position until 1944.

In 1936 the State Board Building Committee visited the campus of Middle Tennessee Normal College to locate a site for a new library. Gov. Austin Peay, an ex-officio member of the party and eager to have a part in the ceremonies, stood with the group on the steps of the Main Building. After keeping silent through much discussion, Peay raised his hand, waved to the center of the campus and said, “why not out there?” For want of a better location the party agreed, and in 1937 the new library was completed one-hundred yards south of and facing the Main Building.

In the not too distant future Murfree Hall, along with its nostalgia, will be no more. Pittard, a graduate of 1936, remembered that at one time MTSU’s President Q. M. Smith, realizing that the building would eventually be replaced, hoped it could be moved to another location. Of course this never came to pass.

The idea of destroying Murfree Hall, which is very much a part of Middle Tennessee State University’s history, has been met with mixed emotions. Although the younger students couldn’t be expected to feel any attachment, some do. Several of the older students have said they will miss it, while others say they won’t shed tears over the loss.

MURFREESBORO- TO BE A VICTIM OF PROGRESS

DELBRIDGE STUDIOS
ED DELBRIDGE
SAM CAUSEY
124 N. Spring — 893-8922

“Personalized Portraits”

SPAGHETTI
With Italian Meat Sauce
Hot Buttered Oregano Bread,
Tossed Salad, Tea or Coffee
85c
Meal Tickets $5.00
$6.00 Value
— May 17, 18, 19 —
Phone 893-9927 for Orders To Go
ACME RESTAURANT
121 E. Main